Guidelines for Joint EURO/ALIO Conferences (2016ff.)

- The conference should be named
  Joint EURO/ALIO International Conference 20xx on Applied
  Combinatorial Optimization

  when it is organized in a country of a EURO member society, and
  Joint ALIO/EURO International Conference 20xx on Applied
  Combinatorial Optimization

  when it is organized in a country an ALIO member society.

- The organization of the conference series alternates between EURO
  and ALIO. When organized by EURO, the conference will be held in a
  country of a EURO member society; when organized by ALIO, the
  conference will be held in a country of an ALIO member society.

- The conference is open to everyone interested in the field; the
  conference language is English. Potential organizers should be able to
  demonstrate in advance that a reasonable number of participants (>70)
  can be attracted to the conference.

- The Program Committee is co-chaired by a delegate from EURO and a
  delegate from ALIO. The Program Committee Co-Chairs will be selected
  in close cooperation between EURO and ALIO. The Organizing
  Committee is chaired by a delegate from the hosting organization. By
  default, the Co-Chairs of the Program Committee are members of the
  Organizing Committee, while the Chair of the Organizing Committee is
  a member of the Program Committee. The Program Committee should
  reflect a balance between members of EURO and ALIO.

- Proposals for hosting a joint international conference should be
  received by both the President of EURO and the President of ALIO at
  least two years in advance of the event. The proposal must be
  approved by both executive committees.

- Both EURO and ALIO must be identified as a co-organizers of the
  event. Both logos must be presented in prominent places of all
  promotion materials, on the website, in the abstract booklet etc. of the
  event.

- The conference organizers will provide a report to the executive
  committees of EURO and ALIO about the conference not later than six
  months after the meeting.